
R’street Union consists of Jonas Langedal, Annika Isaksson and their favourite instruments; 
Guitar, Cajon, Bass, Rhodes and Harmonica. The fist singles will be released at Reco Music during the fall 
2011. “We’re aiming to create timeless but modern and exciting music, with a large portion of rhythm and 
drive. We have found our own sound and we’re trying to keep the recordings simple and alive to capture 
the feeling arising right when the song is first created. We’re putting a certain effort into our arrangements, 
in order to keep the energy throughout the songs.” 

Jonas was raised in Gävle, Sweden, and played the first tunes on his guitar when he was thirteen. He 
developed his guitar skills and sound together with his cousin, by learning the guitar tunes on the complete 
- and on every - album he found. Via Norrköping, Linköping and Australia, he landed in Gothenburg.

Annika comes from a large and adventurous family. She was born and raised in The Republic of Central 
Africa and moved to Sweden as a teenager. The song writing begun at that time, and since then she 
has been the front figure of several bands including Olivia, and she went on tour to Africa with the band 
Ragnarrök. In 2008 Annika released the solo album “Without Pride”, but the urge for a band was increasing 
again.

Jonas and Annika first jammed together at a party, and soon formed a small cover band together with 
Anna Sarafian, a band that only played its dream songs... During the rehearsals a sound was taking 
shape, and Jonas and Annika formed the band R’street Union to develop it. “It was clear from the first jam 
that we had the same musical preferences. We are influenced and inspired of bands with dynamic and 
living sounds, such as Smashing Pumpkins, Me and My Army, Pearl Jam, David Bowie, Amie Mann, Feist, 
only to mention some”

R’street Union will release the initial three songs in December 2011 - the story of the band is yet to be 
written...


